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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United 
States Government.  Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, 
or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.  
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.  The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United 
States Government or any agency thereof. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report is a user case study on the State of Iowa Public Building Energy Benchmarking 
project.  Nine Iowa public organizations from different sectors were selected to participate in this 
user case study. The sectors include State Agencies, Higher Education, Counties, Cities, 
Community Colleges and Public Schools. The report presents the general background of the Iowa 
Public Building Energy Benchmarking project followed by a description of the case study process 
and an introduction to the benchmarking tool features and functions. The key sections are the nine 
individual user case studies. Each study summarizes the user’s building inventory, their public 
level performance metrics as well as methodologies and processes for evaluating and utilizing their 
respective benchmarking results. Of particular interest is whether the benchmarking tool is useful 
in the decision making process of identifying and implementing building energy efficiency 
projects. The case studies also provide user’s commentary on their likes and dislikes, suggestions 
for improvement, long term availability and overall opinion of the benchmarking tool.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

The Iowa Energy Center is a non-profit organization created by the Iowa Energy 
Efficiency Act of 1990 and signed into law by the Iowa General Assembly. The Energy Center 
serves Iowans with reliable, objective tools and information and provides resources to help 
energy consumers and innovators.  

 
Since 2010, the Iowa Energy Center has been working with statewide energy efficiency 

stakeholders as the principal leader of Phase I and Phase II of the Iowa Public Building Energy 
Benchmarking Project. The project is partially funded by the U.S. Department of Energy 
through Iowa Economic Development Authority’s State Energy Program. The benchmarking 
project connects selected public facility owners with a web-based benchmarking tool 
developed by the Weidt Group. The B3 Benchmarking Tool is intended to identify buildings 
that could benefit from energy audits, detailed investigations and energy betterment projects. 
As of December, 2014, 103 various Iowa public organizations with over 2,000 buildings have 
enrolled in the program. The public organizations comprise a diverse group of users including 
cities, counties, public school districts, higher education, and state agencies. Figure 1 illustrates 
the overall process of the Iowa public benchmarking program and the Phase I project report 
[1] is currently available while the Phase II report will be available in April, 2015. 

 

 

Figure 1. The State of Iowa Building Energy Benchmarking Project Overview 
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The Iowa Energy Center staff conducted in person interviews and conference calls with 
program users to gather feedback on the Iowa Public Building Energy Benchmarking Project 
and the B3 benchmarking tool. The various responses from selected users culminated in 
individual user case studies. The objective of this report is to demonstrate the usefulness and 
potential of the state-wide benchmarking program for monitoring and evaluating building 
energy performance and for planning energy improvement projects. The case studies also 
include user problems, technical issues with platform functionality, negative user experience 
as well as areas of potential future improvement. 

 
1.2. Objectives 

The key objectives of this user case study are: 
 

• Collect overall user feedback on the Iowa public building energy benchmarking program; 
• Collect user comments on the web-based B3 benchmarking tool; 
• Collect user comments on the public website showing high-level user benchmarking 

results; 
• Discover how the B3 benchmarking tool can be used in the energy efficiency 

improvement process; 
• Learn how some organizations achieve superior building energy efficiency ratings; 
• Set examples for and encourage peer organizations to utilize the benchmarking tool in 

their own building energy efficiency processes and projects. 
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2. PROCESS 

 
The process of planning and conducting the user case study consists of:  
 

• Select potential users; 
• Determine interview questions; 
• Contact selected users; 
• Conduct interviews; 
• Collect user data and feedback; 
• Write individual user case studies. 
 

2.1. Select Potential Users 

The public organizations selected for the individual case studies were determined by either 
their activity level or by having impressive energy performance metrics. An active user is an 
organization who was engaged with the benchmark tool and routinely updated their building 
energy and cost data. The most active users and top performers were identified and selected by 
searching the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking database. Leading organizations from the 
various sectors were identified for a more complete cross section of users.  
 

The Iowa Public Building Benchmarking platform could potentially be quite useful to 
public organizations without dedicated energy managers, facility engineers or other building 
energy professionals as well as those lacking appropriate energy and cost tracking systems and 
software. Higher education and state government agencies often have the resources, staff and 
technical expertise to engage in their own energy management. Public K-12 school districts 
and cities, especially those in more rural areas may lack the dedicated internal personnel and 
available resources for comprehensive energy management and therefore may be ideal 
candidates to implement and utilize the B3 benchmarking tool.  

 
2.2. Determine Interview Questions 

Interviews with users were conducted by face-to-face meetings or phone conversations to 
gather and document the user’s overall experience with the Iowa Public Building B3 
Benchmarking tool and their general impressions of the program. Topics, questions and 
commentary for the interviews could include: 

 
• When and how did your organization learn about the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking 

program? 
• Why is your organization interested in the program? 
• After the initial building data import by the benchmarking team, how frequently do you 

update your building energy data?  
• How often do you use the B3 benchmarking platform in monitoring your organization’s 

building energy use and cost? 
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• Do you think the B3 benchmarking platform features and functions meet your needs and 
expectations for the program? 

• What are the most useful B3 features to your organization – Benchmark, Peer 
Comparison, Energy Star Score, Reporting, Others? 

• Do you use the B3 benchmarking platform in justifying energy efficiency improvement 
projects and/or monitoring the results? 

• What is your opinion about the public site and the high level results released to the general 
public? 

• Do you think it is worthwhile for the State to maintain the platform long term? 
• Specific examples of using the tool to justify energy efficiency improvement projects; 
• Specific examples of using the tool to monitor and plan energy efficiency improvement 

projects; is the tool useful for identifying building energy improvement projects? 
• User’s thoughts on how the B3 tool can be integrated into their planning, financing, and 

monitoring building energy efficiency improvement projects; 
• Likes, dislikes and suggested improvements to the tool and platform; 
• Other non-technical problems and issues in applying the B3 benchmarking tool in their 

daily work. 
 
In addition to the above, specific questions and commentary pertaining to an individual 

user’s circumstances were also discussed.  
 

2.3. Contact Selected Users 

The case study candidates were contacted via email to determine their interest level and 
availability for participation. The Iowa Energy Center team then arranged meetings and phone 
calls with participating organizations. 

 
2.4. Conduct Interviews 

 
Prior to each interview meeting or phone discussion, general interview questions were 

sent to participating users.  The discussions were not restricted to the listed questions, and the 
conversations were open ended with respect to questions, ideas and concerns. 

 
2.5. Collect User Building Benchmarking Information 

Key building benchmarking metrics for the participating organizations were collected 
and used in developing the individual case studies. 

 
2.6. Writing the User Case Studies 

Interview notes and review of the B3 metrics provided the basis for the individual case 
studies. A draft was provided to each individual user for verification and review. All of the 
case studies followed a similar outline which included the introduction of the user organization; 
overall benchmarking metrics, discussions on the data entry and interpreting process, user 
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comments about the B3 benchmarking tool features and functions, recommendations for 
improvements, the public site, the usefulness and effectiveness of using B3, and overall 
comments of the Iowa Public Building Energy Benchmarking Program. 
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3. INTRODUCTION TO B3 BENCHMARKING 

3.1. Introduction 

The Iowa Public Building Energy Benchmarking Program utilizes the web-based B3 
Benchmarking Tool and allows participating users to benchmark, monitor and analyze their 
building’s energy consumption. Upon the completion of initial user/organization setup, 
authorized users can log in via https://ia.b3benchmarking.com/ and see detailed building level 
results and reports. The web site has an informative home page, with additional web pages for 
a learning center, news, and public results. High-level benchmarking results for the 
participating organizations are updated daily. 

 
The B3 benchmarking tool can present energy consumption results in multiple ways and 

uses monthly utility billing information and basic facility and building data: 
 

• The Benchmarks view displays whether the building is consuming more or less energy 
than a comparable, minimum Iowa Energy Code compliant building.  

• The Peer Comparison view shows if the building is consuming more or less energy than 
a peer type building located in the Midwest. 

• The ENERGY STAR view highlights the comparison to a similar building type located 
nationwide. 

• The Baselines view displays the energy consumption as it relates to the user selected 
baseline year. 
 

3.2. Summary View 

The summary view displays high-level organizational information including 
benchmarking completeness and data freshness.  Incomplete means either the site is a non-
building, i.e. a tennis court, an open garage, etc. or there are incomplete/missing building/utility 
data. 

 

 

Figure 2. B3 Benchmarking Tool Sample Summary View 
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3.3. Benchmark View 

The Benchmark view shows how a specific user’s building compares with a similar 
building type that meets the minimum design requirements of the Iowa Building Energy Code. 

 
The Benchmark Index Ratio is the actual 12-month meter consumption per unit area in 

kBTU/SF/Year divided by the predicted consumption from a standard building energy model. 
The unit of measure kBTU is defined as 1,000 British-Thermal-Unit and is equivalent to 293 
Watt-Hours. A benchmarking ratio of 1.0 means the building’s energy use equals the predicted 
energy consumption of an Iowa Building Energy Code minimum compliant building with the 
same size, building type and function, and location.  Buildings with lower Benchmark Ratios 
are more energy efficient and those with ratios greater than 1.0 are considered less energy 
efficient. For example, a building with a 0.85 benchmark ratio indicates a 15% improvement 
over a similar Iowa Building Energy Code minimum compliant building.  

 
The Benchmarking view also has the B3 Star rating which is a simple visual scale based 

on an increasing performance measure of 1 to 5 stars. The B3 ratings and rankings are available 
on both the organization and building level.   

 

 

Figure 3. B3 Benchmarking Tool Sample Benchmark View 

 
3.4. Peer Comparison View 

The Peer Comparison view displays how a site compares to another similar usage site 
within the B3 database. Most peer sites are comprised of buildings in Minnesota and Iowa and 
if there are not enough similar sites, a peer comparison rating may not be available. Peer 
Ratings are only available for individual buildings. 
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Figure 4. B3 Benchmarking Tool Sample Peer Comparison View 

 
3.5. ENERGY STAR View 

The ENERGY STAR view allows one to obtain an ENERGY STAR rating for eligible 
sites. ENERGY STAR ratings are only available for individual buildings of certain types. 

 

 

Figure 5. B3 Benchmarking Tool Sample ENERGY STAR View 

 
3.6. Baseline View 

 The Baseline view allows users to rank their building portfolio and highlight a building’s 
energy consumption compared to a specific baseline year. The results show the most recent 
continuous 12 month period as it compares to a user selected baseline year. Establishing a 
baseline year allows users to easily track and quantify energy savings from energy 
improvement projects.  
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Figure 6. B3 Benchmarking Tool Sample Baseline View 

 
3.7. Reports View 

The Reports view allows users to visualize the annual energy performance per square foot 
of area for an organization, or a specific site with all fuel sources, in dollars, carbon dioxide 
emissions, native units, and kBTUs. The default report is the Total Energy Dashboard although 
there are additional reports and options to compare current, baseline and target consumption 
metrics. 
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Figure 7. B3 Benchmarking Tool Sample Reports View 

 
3.8. Improvements View 

The Improvements view allows one to set relative and absolute goals for the organization 
and sites. The following table illustrates how to define the targets. After targets are defined, 
one can compare against the actual energy consumption on the Reports tab. 
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Figure 8. B3 Benchmarking Tool Sample Improvements View 
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4. CASE STUDIES 

4.1. City of Cedar Falls 

The City of Cedar Falls is located in Black Hawk County, Iowa, has approximately 40,000 
residents and is home to the University of Northern Iowa. 
 

The City of Cedar Falls enrolled in the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking program in 
2013 with 13 public buildings which includes 1 non-building. At the end of 2014, these 
buildings achieved an actual Energy Use Intensity (EUI) of 47.90 kBTU/sf/yr, a 3.5 B3 Star 
rating, a Benchmarking Index Ratio of 0.71 and the current dollar per square foot energy cost 
of $0.85/sf. There are four years of continuous building energy and cost data for these buildings 
in the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking database, and these data were typically updated on 
a monthly basis. Compared to the 2012 benchmark year, the most recent 12-month period 
represents a 13.8% reduction in building energy usage. 

 

 

Figure 9. City of Cedar Falls Sites 
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Figure 10. City of Cedar Falls Benchmark View 

 

 

Figure 11. City of Cedar Falls Baseline View 

 
Most of the City’s public buildings are 20 years old or older. Two of the public recreation 

centers have a direct digital control (DDC) system for building energy system management. 
The library, recreation center, city hall, and public works complex all have geothermal systems 
installed which improve overall building energy efficiency. 
 

Maintenance for the City of Cedar Falls public buildings is provided by the Department of 
Public Works Operation and Maintenance Division, which manages the city’s public parks and 
public works. The building maintenance team consists of one full time supervisor and one part 
time maintenance worker. The supervisor originally utilized simple spreadsheets to track 
building energy performance and then learned of the EPA’s Energy Star Portfolio Manager as 
a potential benchmarking tool. Typically the monthly energy bills are reviewed and compared 
to the same billing period in the previous year. The supervisor routinely checks on-site for 
specific building problems or issues but has a robust preventive maintenance program in place 
to address most of the building maintenance. 
 

The City is now utilizing the B3 benchmarking tool and the O&M Division building 
maintenance supervisor actively uses the tool and is responsible for uploading new building 
energy and cost data as well as reviewing and monitoring the data. He usually does a full 
review when the monthly utility bills are entered in the system, and often accesses it to examine 
individual buildings. He believes the B3 will be a very useful and necessary tool in the future 
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as more building data are collected and more metrics can be compared. By monitoring the 
results of the of energy improvement projects the management team can better determine what 
types of projects have the largest return on investment (ROI). Knowing a project’s economic 
performance helps determine whether future projects are funded with the energy conservation 
budget or are justified being put into the CIP capital improvement plan budget. 
 

Energy improvement projects are typically funded by the City’s own maintenance budget, 
energy conservation fund, and utility rebate programs. The City of Cedar Falls’ superior 
building energy efficiency can be attributed to many factors such as: 
 
 The City has been proactive with respect to energy efficiency over the last 20 plus years 

by installing energy efficient HVAC systems in numerous new constructions and 
remodeling projects. The City installed energy recovery ventilators (ERVs), heat pumps 
and geothermal systems as early as 1993. Solar panels were installed at the Recreation 
Center in 2010 and the newest facility, the Public Works Complex, is certified LEED silver. 

 The waste water complex uses methane gas from the treatment process for heating the 
building and for heat exchangers used to treat additional waste which also saves on the 
amount of natural gas consumed. 

 The building maintenance supervisor actively learns energy efficient building operation 
and maintenance techniques and recently completed the Midwest Energy Efficiency 
Alliance (MEEA) sponsored Building Operator Certification (BOC) program. He 
encourages anyone in facilities to take the BOC program as it serves as a good refresher 
course for those who have been working in facilities management and provides new 
information as well. 

 The City initiated LED lighting retrofits on a small scale and plan to expand by retrofitting 
the T8 lighting to LED’s over the next several years. 

 The City has also installed programmable thermostats with a locking capability in some 
areas to prevent or limit temperature adjustments. 

The City has a developed energy conservation budget which recently increased from 
$15,000 to $20,000 per year. This budget has allowed the City to complete smaller lighting 
retrofits and install occupancy sensors and programmable thermostats which are continually 
upgraded by maintenance staff. The City is also upgrading some old, inefficient forced air 
furnaces with higher efficiency radiant gas heaters in garage areas where overhead doors are 
routinely opened. The City has completed two major lighting retrofits to T8 lamps and 
occupancy sensors in the past four years. Larger improvement projects are prioritized and 
budgeted according to size and urgency. For example, a building system control upgrade for 
the Library is scheduled to be completed in 2015. Other building envelope improvements 
such as caulking exterior windows and replacing old exterior doors have also been scheduled. 

 
For the B3 Benchmarking tool, the city building maintenance supervisor believes the 

Reports view is probably the most used feature followed by the Benchmark view. One of the 
most helpful features of the B3 system is data entry and comparisons. For example, a water 
bill that seemed too high when compared to a normal month. After further investigation, it was 
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discovered a makeup water valve was not fully closed allowing water to leak. The supervisor 
further commented that compared to the Energy Star program learned in the BOC class, the 
B3 benchmarking tool seemed easier to navigate and does not have as many bugs. He has been 
pleased with the B3 program’s technical support.  An improvement to the B3 tool would be 
the ability to tag an event or retrofit project on the timestamp when viewing graphs, charts, 
report, tables, etc., so the user can immediately correlate the energy or cost changes associated 
with the event or project. 
 

Regarding the B3 benchmarking public site, the building maintenance supervisor believes 
that for those who are interested, it is very helpful to see how their community ranks with 
others and that their tax dollars are being used wisely to conserve both energy and money. The 
City’s philosophy can be paraphrased as: We strive to run our buildings just like we do our 
households by heating or cooling spaces only when they are occupied and turning off lights 
when you are not in the room. 

 
The City of Cedar Falls building maintenance team believes it is absolutely worthwhile for 

the State to maintain the B3 Benchmarking platform for the long term. The Energy Star 
program and others are nationwide benchmarking programs and the Iowa Public Building B3 
Benchmarking program is strictly Iowa based. Having an Iowa based benchmark system allows 
for more meaningful building comparisons due to similar climatic and geographic conditions 
and ultimately is more useful than a program that includes benchmarking against peers in 
Florida or Arizona.  
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4.2. City of Urbandale 

The City of Urbandale is located in both Dallas and Polk Counties and is a northwest suburb 
of the larger Des Moines metro area.  Urbandale currently has six sites with six buildings 
totaling 130,398 square feet and twelve utility meters entered into the B3 Benchmarking tool. 
The building types and uses are fairly representative of typical municipal buildings and include 
city hall, two fire stations, the police station, a library and a parks & maintenance facility. The 
average building age of these buildings is 15 years. 

 

 

Figure 12. City of Urbandale Sites 

Urbandale was initially selected to participate in a case study based mostly on their 
continued active use of the B3 Benchmarking tool.  They remain up to date with respect to data 
freshness and have sixty-six contiguous months of data. The B3 Public site shows energy 
intensity usage (EUI) kBTU/sf/yr, both actual and benchmark, an index ratio and energy cost 
in$/sf/yr.  Urbandale’s actual EUI is 106.51 while their Benchmark EUI is 107.53 kBTU/sf/yr. 
Their actual to benchmark EUI gives them an index ratio equal to 0.99 and their current energy 
cost equals $1.56/sf/yr. 
 

 

Figure 13. City of Urbandale Benchmark View 
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Figure 14. City of Urbandale Baseline View 

 
The City of Urbandale has been tracking energy use and costs for years.  The City’s utility 

service provider (MidAmerican Energy) conducted an energy audit of their city-owned 
buildings in 2007. The city also started participating in the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (EPA) Energy Star Portfolio Manager Program in 2007. Energy Star is good 
program, but the City’s energy management requirements continue to grow more sophisticated. 
In addition, not everyone values Energy Star recognition and Urbandale has not applied for 
Energy Star recognition on any of its buildings yet. 
 

The B3 Benchmarking Program provides more depth with respect to the building types 
typically found in municipalities. The City Council also wanted to compare Urbandale’s 
building energy use with those of other cities in Iowa. In 2012, the City of Urbandale enrolled 
in the Phase II of the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking Program. 

 
The Assistant to the City Manager is responsible for entering all the relevant building and 

utility data into the B3 platform.  He obtains monthly utility invoices from the Finance 
Department and then enters and reviews the data on a near monthly basis. He also provides 
both the numerical and graphical reports to the various Department Directors. The information 
is also reviewed annually within the capital improvements program (CIP) and operating 
budget. The graphical reports and charts provide decision makers a quick and comprehensive 
overview of energy usage and costs. Additionally, the department directors can easily verify if 
they are on target to meet their energy management goals. 

 
The City of Urbandale’s primary focus in the area of energy is to lower building energy 

consumption and to save energy cost. They cannot easily control the utility unit price they pay 
but they can influence the amount of energy their buildings consume. In late 2013, a local 
engineering firm conducted a facility assessment and came up with a preventative maintenance 
plan. Through this study and the utility’s energy audit result from 2007, as well as their own 
experience, they have a good idea of which buildings need attention. The B3 program is not 
currently utilized as the only tool to identify project opportunities, but is part of the overall 
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process in deciding building maintenance/retrofit projects and annual budget. 
 

Overall, the Assistant to the City Manager felt that compared to Energy Star Portfolio 
Manager, the B3 benchmarking tool is a better tool for benchmarking. The baseline reporting 
featured in the B3 is the most used feature by Urbandale and a helpful tool in determining 
whether an improvement project had the expected or anticipated results. In addition, Urbandale 
uses the B3 to compare results with peer organizations in the Midwest region and the Assistant 
to the City Manager finds this another useful feature of B3. 
 

Urbandale has expressed interest that future versions of the B3 benchmarking tool be able 
to tag events.  This would make those events easily identifiable and being able to graphically 
show those results would be a welcomed addition. Seeing what was done and when would 
certainly help in explaining the results.  Having the ability to separate the square footage by 
age would also be useful, as building additions can potentially skew the overall view of a 
building. 
 

Urbandale believes the B3 public site is both good at illustrating energy usage and 
important for transparency.  However, as with any ranking system, it raises questions regarding 
how an organization achieved its rank. Public rankings of any kind are subject to scrutiny and 
a consequence of the process.  
 

There is a fair amount of effort involved in setting up the B3 program and many users, such 
as Urbandale have expressed interest in the program continuing long term in some capacity. 
Considerable effort is required to track down all the necessary inputs such as square footage, 
age of construction, meters, etc. It would be a waste of time if this effort is spent setting up the 
system in B3, but not used into the future. The B3 Benchmarking program gives more useful 
details at the planning level than other energy management tools and having the B3 system for 
free is a benefit appreciated by Urbandale. Whether free or a paid service, B3 is a valued tool 
because energy management is too important to simply ignore. 

 
The B3 is definitely a good starting point for Urbandale, it is helpful for a quick director-

level overview, and helps determine the buildings that might benefit from an engineering, 
energy or preventive maintenance study.  The City does not anticipate exclusively using B3 to 
identify buildings for projects, but it does help identify opportunities requiring a closer look 
from professionals. 
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4.3. Johnson County 

Johnson County is located in east central Iowa and is one of the larger and more 
economically diverse counties in Iowa. The county seat is Iowa City and is also the home of 
the University of Iowa. 

 
The County has six sites containing fourteen buildings totaling 265,841 square feet with a 

total of seventeen utility meters entered into the B3 Benchmarking database. Note that at the 
time of this report, the County was completing the final stage of building changes at one site 
and about to begin another capital project, and therefore the square footages, number of 
buildings, and number of meters reported here may already have changed or be in flux. The 
building types and uses are fairly representative of county government buildings. The actual 
buildings comprise a wide range of uses from administrative, office, and courthouse spaces to 
emergency response, jail, and maintenance and repair facilities. The diversity in operation and 
energy requirements is highlighted by the fact the courthouse is over one hundred years old 
and the human and health services building, built in 2009, is certified LEED Silver.  

 

 

Figure 15. Johnson County Sites 

 
Johnson County was initially selected for consideration in a case study because they are 

consistently up to date with respect to their data freshness and completeness of their sites and 
meters. 

 
The County’s current dollar per square foot energy cost is $1.29/sf and their actual Energy 

Use Intensity (EUI) is 75.84 kBTU/sf/yr while their benchmark EUI is 91.41kBTU/sf/yr. 
Johnson County’s actual EUI to benchmark EUI gives an index ratio equal to 0.83 Compared 
to benchmark year of 2012, the county’s recent 12-month building energy performance 
improved by 2.9%. 
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Figure 16. Johnson County Benchmark View 

 

 

Figure 17. Johnson County Baseline View 

 
Johnson County has a long-term strategic plan set for 2013-2016 (http://www.johnson-

county.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=15659), in which energy use reduction is the 
primary goal. The five action items to achieve the goal include: 1) Initiate selected energy-
efficiency, cost saving upgrades from the Energy Efficiency Project List; 2) Develop a 
capital project standards/policy for supporting energy efficiencies and green buildings or 
retrofits; 3) Establish a revolving fund for internal energy efficient/alternative energy 
projects; 4) Develop a policy and implement an action plan to reduce the energy draw of 
existing office equipment and supplemental equipment; and 5) Prepare a potential alternative 
energy project. Action items 2 and 3 are completed, and the other actions are either on-going 
or in progress. 

 
In 2011, Johnson County added sustainability duties to an associate planner position, and 

created a half-time sustainability specialist position to help address energy and sustainability 
issues. An overall goal is to focus on energy cost savings, demonstrate fiscal responsibility and 
serve as an example to the County’s constituents. 
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To enroll Johnson County in the Iowa Public Building Energy Benchmarking program, the 
sustainability specialist (Becky Soglin) researched existing building and meter statuses to set 
up the building profile in the B3 platform with help from the benchmarking team supporting 
staff. The sustainability assistant enters building and new utility data into the B3 platform on 
a monthly to bi-monthly basis. 

 
The B3 results are not currently used to determine major annual budgeting because the 

county has a small portfolio of buildings, and energy audits (by utility company) were 
conducted for these buildings in 2011/2012. The Physical Plant staff relies primarily on these 
energy audit assessment results to plan building retrofit projects and budget. However, reports 
from B3 benchmarking are provided to Physical Plant Manager as a factor in consideration, 
and the B3 results have been useful in planning for a solar energy project. In addition, when 
the B3 results indicate a significant change in energy consumption or costs, the sustainability 
and Physical Plant investigate whether these differences are caused by controllable factors (i.e., 
not just weather).Some of the B3 information also has been shared with county department 
heads and elected officials. Although there is no regularly scheduled reporting of the B3 
results, there are plans for such reporting, and there is a conscious effort underway to highlight 
any improvements or outcomes of energy betterment projects. The building performance 
changes in B3 will help the County track any effects once/when changes to equipment 
electrical draws will be made and other energy efficiency improvement projects are underway. 

 
Features that the sustainability specialist particularly values include the weather 

normalization feature in the B3 platform and the comprehensive dashboard gauges (Baseline 
chart) showing energy, dollars and carbon changes all together compared to a benchmark year. 
The Baseline charts can be used to make a case for investment/energy efficiency project 
decisions. On-line access to these results also makes them easy to share with authorized 
persons. 

 
New features to improve the B3 tool would be the ability to tag an event or note when an 

improvement project was completed. This would be helpful in understanding the energy 
consumption and cost results. Noting an event could also help when the utility replaces a meter. 
Currently, when a meter is replaced it breaks the historical continuity of the data (and an 
Energy Star rating may disappear). Unannounced meter changes also often require the 
sustainability specialist to do additional investigation with the utility. The sustainability 
specialist has found the B3 webinar trainings and archive to be helpful. At the same time, 
interactive training and the ability to ask questions as they apply specifically to that 
organization would be a welcomed addition.  

 
There are also a couple of minor issues: 1) with the charting of monthly utility data, the 

last month’s data seems always displayed inappropriately (i.e., indicates a falsely dramatic 
downward trend since the most recent data is incomplete); and 2) it is not desirable to compare 
benchmarking results obtained from the current year’s energy data - if it is not a full calendar 
year - to a benchmarking year’s results. 

 
Sharing benchmarking results with the general public highlights the importance of building 
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energy efficiency. However, there is some concern about how the general public may interpret 
results and rankings. For example, some participants’ results are based only on three-year-old 
data and may not reflect recent building energy and cost performance. The various B3 metrics 
are reasonable and helpful, but the potential savings metric is somewhat confusing and has the 
potential to not be very accurate. 

 
Overall, the B3 is a valuable tool for building energy benchmarking monitoring, and the 

user hopes it will be continued. It is a useful program for the County, and with continued use 
and support, it can become an even more valuable energy monitoring tool. 
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4.4. Council Bluffs Community Schools 

The Council Bluffs Community School District (CBCSD) serves families in Carter Lake, 
Crescent and Council Bluffs, Iowa. More than 9,000 students attend two high schools, two 
alternative schools and a career & college center for grades 9-12, two middle schools for grades 
6-8 and 11 elementary schools for preschool - 5th grade. 

 
The school district has been enrolled in the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking program 

since the early 2010s and has been an active user of the tool. As of the end of 2014, six years 
of continuous data for all the school district’s 21 buildings has been entered into the program 
database. The school district achieved an actual Energy Use Intensity (EUI) of 58.2 
kBTU/sf/yr., a 4 B3 Star rating, and a Benchmarking Index Ratio of 0.62. The current dollar 
per square foot energy cost for the CBCSD is $0.81/sf. Compared to the 2012 benchmark year, 
the most recent 12-month period indicates the CBCSD has reduced building energy use by 
12%. New building energy and cost data are typically added on a monthly basis. 
 

 

Figure 18. Council Bluff Community Schools Benchmark View  

 

 

Figure 19. Council Bluff Community Schools Baseline View 

 
The 21 buildings in the benchmarking database include 17 separate k~12 school buildings, 

an Education Service Center, and a Facility Maintenance Center/Nutrition Services building. 
Some of these buildings are extremely old and were built in the early 1900’s. There are also 
some newer buildings that were built in 2011. 
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The CBCSD’s building maintenance is currently led by the Director of Facilities, 

Maintenance, & Custodial Services, who has held the position since 2009. The maintenance 
team includes the Director and several staff and service technicians. Funding for building 
maintenance and retrofit projects comes from various sources including the school 
infrastructure local option (SILO) sales tax, physical plant and equipment levy (PPEL), and 
annual budget for construction and upgrade.  Any realized energy cost savings goes back to 
school district’s general fund. 

 
Starting in 2000, the school district has been renovating and converting their buildings from 

gas fired steam & hydronic boilers, electric heating systems and window AC units to 
geothermal systems. The District also has some older systems and some split systems with 
geothermal. Unfortunately no one initially monitored the operation and performance of these 
geothermal systems. Many of the elementary schools have been remodeled and all should be 
completed in the summer of 2015. Beginning in 2010, one goal for the school district was to 
understand the building energy use and cost to better plan energy efficiency improvement 
projects. The school building maintenance staff is experienced with The Energy Star Portfolio 
Manager as a benchmarking and monitoring tool because it is relatively easy to use and 
understand. Initially the CBCSD utilized Portfolio manager to monitor and evaluate all the 
school buildings’ energy usage performance and energy costs. The data shows as of 2010 
energy cost is a significant portion of the general fund. Current Facilities, Maintenance, & 
Custodial Services leadership and staff have worked with an outside consulting group, 
Honeywell, to monitor the buildings’ Alerton building automation systems (BAS), discover 
energy inefficiency issues, and address and correct any problems. For larger, more complex 
projects, the building maintenance team typically works with an engineering firm to conduct 
an internal audit/assessment and preliminary design. They have also worked with utility 
provider MidAmerican Energy and a building energy consulting firm, The Weidt Group, to 
help identify opportunities, solutions, and potential applicable utility rebates. 

 
One key area of energy improvement projects is fine-tuning the building control systems’ 

operation and settings. For example, all building temperature set points are centralized to be 
controlled at between 70~71 Deg F. The first several months of implementing a standardized 
temperature were challenging but many related issues were uncovered. The building 
maintenance team spent an entire year (2013-2014) fixing those issues. By working with the 
outside consulting group, the building automation systems and HVAC mechanical systems 
were kept at optimal operating conditions. 
 

The CBCSD joined the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking program in early 2010s and 
the building maintenance team has since focused on using the B3 benchmarking tool to monitor 
and analyze building energy performance data and identify the worst performing buildings to 
prioritize improvement projects.  During the process of creating school district’s building 
profile, utility meter switch-outs by the utilities created problems and some meter functions 
were quite confusing. The B3 benchmarking team staff was exceptionally helpful in identifying 
meters, sorting out the building information, and explaining meter functions during system 
setup. 
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The experiences with the B3 benchmarking tool by the building maintenance team staff 

have been mostly positive. In the past, the staff has built their own spreadsheets to track 
building energy use. While they still keep duplicate data in spreadsheet format in case the B3 
system crashes, they now mostly use the B3 benchmarking tool to analyze building energy 
data. Using the B3 tool allows them to quickly review major changes, see the results of a 
retrofit projects’ impact to building energy use and to identify any odd or peculiar trends. The 
outside consulting group has also been given access to use the tool to monitor building 
performance via a web interface and can notify the building maintenance team if they identify 
potential issues. To encourage their active participation, the consultants were given a goal to 
beat the previous year’s performance. 

 
Among all B3 tool’s available features, Report, Peer Comparison, and Energy Star are most 

utilized and valued followed by the Benchmark View.  The Peer Comparison is useful because 
it makes the case for energy improvement projects. “Energy Star” is also an important 
component of the CBCSD’s overall energy management strategy. Portfolio Manager is a 
widely used benchmarking tool for schools and the school district has been using it in tracking 
and comparing building performances. The maintenance staff does not often use the Baseline 
View feature, which compares the most recent 12-month building performance to that from a 
prior benchmark year.  

 
Future desired features include: 
 
 IPAD/IPHONE Apps of B3 Benchmarking tool to implement most of the B3 

benchmarking functions. 
 Capability to store and display historical Energy Star ratings or Benchmarking ratings. 
 Automatic importing data directly from utilities; rather than users manually keying in or 

importing building energy and cost data using Excel spreadsheet. 

Some minor issues with the B3 tool include: 
 
 The Report image is too small when try to print it out on paper. 
 The System occasionally times out. 
 The B3 tool Energy Star Program Application Program Interface (API) occasionally is not 

stable. 

Overall, the CBCSD facility maintenance team believes that one of the most useful ways 
to maintain and improve overall building energy efficiency is through careful monitoring of 
building performance. Being aware of and finding the time to evaluate a building’s energy 
performance is essential for identifying operational problems and once problems are identified 
the appropriate corrective measures can be implemented. The B3 Benchmarking program is a 
useful tool for helping guide the entire energy management process. 
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4.5. North Fayette Community Schools 

The North Fayette Community School District serves the communities of West Union and 
Fayette in northeast Iowa and has approximately 830 students enrolled. 

 
The District has five sites with five buildings and fifteen meters listed in B3 database 

comprising a total area equal to 184,729 square feet. The buildings are Hawkeye Elementary, 
North Fayette Bus Barn, North Fayette High School, North Fayette Middle School and West 
Union Elementary. These buildings are typical of the buildings utilized in many K~12 public 
school districts. 

 

 

Figure 20. North Fayette Public School District Sites 

North Fayette Public School District was considered for a case study due to their active 
participation in the program and keeping their data current. They have sixty continuous months 
of data and have zero averages days overdue. North Fayette’s current dollar per square foot 
energy cost is $0.81/sf, their actual current EUI is 83.46.kBTU/sf/yr, while their benchmark 
EUI is 67.77 kBTU/sf/yr and gives an index ratio equal to 1.23. Compared to 2012, the 
District’s most recent 12 months’ energy use is about 13.9% lower. 

 

 

Figure 21. North Fayette Public School District Benchmark View 
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Figure 22. North Fayette Public School District Baseline View 

The Superintendent of the North Fayette Valley School District is responsible for insuring 
the energy and cost data are entered into the B3 platform in a timely manner and is also the 
primary person reviewing the B3 results. Prior to the B3 program the district was already 
tracking energy usage and so moving to the B3 has resulted in little additional work. Various 
B3 metrics are reviewed as part of the planning process at least annually and sometimes more 
depending upon circumstances. Late winter is usually when the energy bills are carefully 
reviewed and when energy savings and improvement are discussed. 

 
The school district does not use the B3 program to identify improvement projects for their 

buildings since they already know which buildings need attention and help.  They do, however, 
use the information and results as a measure of efficiency.  The B3 results do not always drive 
the decision making process but they can be an integral part of the overall process. The school 
district is considering a window replacement project to improve the energy efficiency and 
performance of their buildings. 

 
Energy improvement projects are typically funded through either the school infrastructure 

local option (SILO) sales tax or with a physical plant and equipment levy (PPEL). General 
funds are not utilized for energy efficiency projects, but improvements in operational costs due 
to an energy improvement project have the potential to save money for the general fund. 

  
The ability to see the overall picture with respect to energy costs and usage is valuable and 

the peer comparison is considered a useful feature of the B3 program. The monthly 
consumption graphs are helpful for quickly assessing and presenting the results.  

 
North Fayette School District uses the B3 benchmarking tool in the context of what is 

already in place and hasn’t put much effort into making it better. However, having the age of 
the buildings listed in the public results could potentially help better understand the peer 
comparison and subsequent rankings. The potential savings metric itself is not very intuitive 
and has the potential for confusion and misunderstanding, especially in a public ranking 
format. 

 
In the smaller districts, the superintendents are very often the decision makers while the 

building personnel are more focused on custodial and maintenance aspects. Advocates of the 
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B3 program have been successful in targeting and providing  outreach for the building operator 
community but this has the potential to miss a lot of the key decision making staff in the smaller 
districts. Conventions and conferences are an efficient means of disseminating information and 
getting all interested personnel together. 

 
Overall the North Fayette School District believes the B3 Benchmarking tool is an effective 

and useful tool and that the program should continue to be maintained and supported. Energy 
consumption and ultimately energy costs are a key component of operational costs. The 
District needs to be effectively engaged in energy management and the B3 program is a useful 
means of keeping an eye on energy. 
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4.6. Iowa State University 

Iowa State University of Science and Technology (ISU) is a public research land grant 
university located in Ames, Iowa and is one of the three regent institutions in Iowa. The 
University was initially selected to participate in a case study based on their impressive overall 
energy performance and to also give insight into how a large organization uses the B3 
Benchmarking tool. 

 
The Iowa State University campus has a total of 235 buildings, of which 91 buildings are 

in the B3 Benchmarking database. Buildings on campus have a lot of diversity in use as well 
as age, and a quarter of all the buildings are 50 years or older. The 91 buildings comprise 64 
sites, an area of 7,209,130 square feet and are metered by 234 utility meters. 

 

 

Figure 23. Iowa State University Site Summary 

 
The ISU building types listed in the B3 database include typical higher education facilities 

such as administration, classrooms, laboratories, offices, libraries, auditoriums, kitchen & 
dining, a gymnasium, museum, community center, student union, and coliseum. There are also 
maintenance and repair facilities, a greenhouse, a hospital and even an animal shelter. 

 
The B3 Public site shows several key energy performance metrics; ISU has a current EUI 

equal to185.10 kBTU/sf/yr, a Benchmark EIU equal to 272.08 kBTU/sf/yr, the index ratio is 
0.68 (B3 benchmark rating of 4 star,) and the overall unit energy cost equal to $3.64/sf/yr. 
Compared to the 2012 benchmark year, the most recent 12-month period indicates the 
University has reduced building energy use by 2.8%. 
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Figure 24. Iowa State University Benchmark View 

 
 

 

Figure 25. Iowa State University Baseline View  

 
Overall campus energy management is under Facilities Planning and Management 

(FP&M). The Utility Services under FP&M focuses on the energy generation and production 
of electricity, steam, and chilled water and purchasing outside electricity when necessary. The 
Facilities Services is also under FP&M and oversees the Energy Management and Building 
Maintenance groups.  The Energy Management team, along with some assistance from the 
Building Maintenance group, works on the building energy demand and consumption side. 

 
The Energy Management team currently has three employees dedicated to improving 

building performance by analyzing the building level data, the HVAC controls and building 
operations. At the building level, energy management is addressed mostly on a department by 
department basis. Some departments are quite active and engaged with respect to energy 
management and view improvement projects as a way of reducing costs. Often departments 
will contact the Energy Management team directly and other times Energy Management 
discovers an issue and takes the initiative. 

 
Iowa State University enrolled in the Iowa Public Benchmarking program during the Phase 
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II period. The Energy Team Manager spent a lot of effort setting up the ISU buildings in the 
B3 platform. She also oversees the data entry and reviews the results on a monthly basis. The 
majority of the buildings in the B3 database are on the campus building automation system 
(BAS) but some of those buildings have shared meters which can sometimes make interpreting 
the results challenging. Campus building energy data comes from additional sources as well 
such as manual meter readings. The Utilities Services also monitors energy consumption on 
the building level – they have developed their own energy dashboard showing results from a 
majority of the university buildings’ energy use 
(http://www.fpm.iastate.edu/utilities/energy_dashboard/.) 

 
Typically laboratories are often very energy intensive in terms of EUI and the focus of 

energy management on many college campuses. Laboratories on ISU campus, however, are 
surprisingly good performers when they are compared to their individual building type 
benchmark based on building energy code. Somewhat surprisingly, buildings such as Fisher 
Theater and those providing student services or hosting big conventions are not currently 
performing as well on a comparative basis. 

 
The B3 benchmarking view and reports are a nice concise way to show building energy 

use. Currently, the Energy Team Manager uses the benchmarking reports mostly within the 
team but would like to eventually share them with others. One possible idea is to show 
departments they could potentially reduce operating costs which might start discussions of 
energy efficiency and improvement projects. Cost sharing does exist but, due to the 
university’s decentralized financial management model for annual operating budgets, typically 
departments are responsible to pay for deep retro-fitting projects and B3 reports may help in 
providing a clearer picture of potential savings. 

 
The B3 public site helps with transparency but ISU Utility Services already provides fairly 

detailed energy management information through the FP&M web site. The amount of detail 
shown on the B3 public site is appropriate for the general public. The peer comparison is not 
a very useful feature for ISU because there are only three regent institutions and meaningful 
comparison is challenging for such a small sample. 

 
Formatting issues between the B3 utility data template and ISU utility data collected from 

BAS or directly from utility meter continue to be a challenge. Large organizations such as ISU 
usually already have a well-established energy management tracking program or software, and 
the existing data format may be much different to the B3 utility data template format. Extra 
steps are needed to convert existing data format so monthly building utility data can be easily 
imported to the B3 system. It was suggested internal converter/adapter software be developed 
so the data format conversions can be done automatically. 

 
The ability to tag events so they are easily identifiable in the results would be a suggested 

improvement for the B3 Benchmarking tool and could be helpful with better interpreting 
results. 

 
Energy Management currently plans to hire more employees dedicated to the re-
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commissioning of building HVAC systems. Results from the B3 will be instrumental in 
helping to identify which buildings to investigate further. The Energy Team Manager does 
wish the state to maintain the B3 benchmarking tool to be available long term for public 
organizations.  A large, diverse and complex organization needs a variety of tools to help in 
the overall energy management and the B3 Benchmarking tool is a nice addition to Iowa State 
University’s energy management toolbox. 
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4.7. Des Moines Area Community College – Ankeny Campus 

The Des Moines Area Community College (DMACC) is a large public institution with 
multiple campuses and learning centers located primarily in the Des Moines metro area. 
DMACC has five separate campuses and four learning centers listed in the B3 Benchmarking 
database.  The Ankeny campus is easily the largest campus in terms of total square footage and 
is the focus of this case study. 

 
The DMACC Ankeny campus was selected for a case study primarily due to the B3 

Benchmarking results showing it as one of the highest energy efficient organizations. Although 
DMACC does participate in the B3 program, they currently do not consider themselves as 
active users. DMACC is, however, quite active with energy management at all of their 
campuses and learning centers. They are currently under contract with an independent energy 
consultant firm and have recently become an Energy Star Partner. 

 
The B3 database lists the DMACC Ankeny site with twenty-one buildings and twenty-

three utility meters for the campus.  The total building area is stated to equal 672,012 square 
feet. 

 

Figure 26. DMACC Site Summary 

The data for the Ankeny campus is out of date and is only current to August 2011, but 
based on the available data the actual energy usage index (EIU) equals 92.59 kBTU/sf/yr and 
their benchmark EUI is 150.11 kBTU/sf/yr. The actual to benchmark EUI gives an impressive 
index ratio equal to 0.62. There are insufficient data available to determine a unit energy cost 
for the campus. 
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Figure 27. DMACC Benchmark View 

Although DMACC is not fully engaged with the B3 Benchmarking tool, they are quite 
active with respect to energy management. Two of DMACC’s key energy management 
personnel are the Executive Director overseeing all of DMACC’s physical plants and an 
Energy Specialist involved with DMACC’s energy conservation and management activities. 

 
DMACC currently works with an independent private energy management consulting firm 

under a performance contract arrangement. The partnership provides energy tracking and 
analysis as well as identifying energy improvement projects. The agreement covers all of the 
DMACC campuses, learning centers and facilities leased to other organizations.  In recent 
years, DMACC has focused on behavior changes and conservation measures by synching 
mechanical equipment schedules to time of day and occupancy schedules. These behavioral 
type actions have been quite successful in lowering energy usage and costs. In 2012, they 
received a Department of Energy grant for lighting and building control retrofit projects such 
as replacing energy inefficient ballasts and variable frequency drives. 

 
DMACC has a long standing culture of conservation and sustainability and continues that 

approach as they expand and build out their campuses. They have a sustainability committee 
that meets every two to three months which is dedicated to recycling and energy programs. 
The physical plant directors have been involved in campus energy management since the 
1970s. The Ankeny campus is one of the first Iowa community college campuses to have direct 
digital control (DDC) systems. As the campuses expand, grow and repurpose, more emphasis 
will be placed on equipment, controls and technologies. 

  
Sub-metering at community college campuses is an issue that prevented the capability of 

benchmarking by building, so the B3 benchmarking tool may not be as useful compared to 
other organizations that have individual meters for each building.  Sub-metering is often very 
difficult, if not impossible, due to limited resources and various additional priorities at 
community colleges. 

 
DMACC is very interested in the B3 Benchmarking program. When their current 

contractual agreement is up for renewal, they plan to do a careful review of the B3 program 
and its capabilities. As a means of energy management, DMACC sees value and potential with 
the B3 program. 
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4.8. Iowa Department of Public Defense 

The Iowa Department of Public Defense (IDPD) consists of more than 100 Army and Air 
National Guard units with approximately 9,400 assigned soldiers and airmen, and manages 
more than 400 buildings throughout the state. 

 
At the conclusion of 2014, the Iowa Department of Public Defense had enrolled a total of 

333 buildings in the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking Program. The IDPD has been 
utilizing the program since 2011 and has the second largest number of buildings in the database 
behind the Iowa Department of Transportation which has enrolled 557 buildings. Of the 333 
buildings, 323 are completed and these buildings achieved an overall actual Energy Use 
Intensity (EUI) equal to 61.19 kBTU/sf/yr, a B3 Star rating of 4, and a Benchmarking Index 
Ratio equal to 0.68. The current unit energy cost in dollar per square foot is $0.66/sf. Compared 
to the 2012 benchmark year, the most recent 12-month period indicates the DPD has decreased 
overall building energy use by 1.79%. The IDPD is a fairly active user and new building utility 
energy and cost data are typically added on a monthly basis. 

 

 

Figure 28. Iowa Department of Public Defense Benchmark View 

 

 

Figure 29. Iowa Department of Public Defense Baseline View 

The monitoring and management of Iowa Department of Public Defense buildings is 
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currently the responsibility of the State Energy Manager under the Directorate of Installation 
Management at the Iowa Army National Guard. The facility management & maintenance team 
also includes Camp Dodge-based DPW personnel, and Outstate facilities are managed by three 
facility engineers and three facility maintenance coordinators, each in charge of all the IDPD 
buildings within their assigned quadrant. The State Energy Manager is required to upload the 
agency total building energy usage and cost to Iowa National Guard Bureau monthly, and 
IAARNG Leadership on a quarterly basis. Quarterly reports are normally available in the 
subsequent quarter. The reports typically include charts showing various building performance 
metrics based on the B3 results, they also incorporate inputs from other agencies. 

 
The IDPD has multiple building types in its inventory. The buildings cover a wide range 

of uses including: armories, training facilities, aviation equipment and aircraft support 
facilities, hangers, troop barracks, dormitories, family housing, warehouses, data centers, 
dining facilities, classrooms, etc. The diversity of buildings addresses the needs of the Iowa 
Army National Guard. Camp Dodge, located in Johnston, Iowa is the primary ‘hub’ for the 
Iowa Army National Guard, and Outstate locations support the IAARNG mission as ‘spoke’ 
facilities. 

 
Over 50% of overall building energy usage and cost are attributable to buildings and 

activities at Camp Dodge. Occupancy schedules for some buildings are challenging to predict 
and plan due to transient occupant training, deployment requirements, and short suspense 
assignments. In addition, remote military installations are subject to extensive regulatory 
constraints, as well as readiness and security requirements. Despite the fact occupancy is in 
some cases unpredictable, IDPD is still required to maintain constant temperature and humidity 
set points, and interior and exterior security lighting levels. 

 
Before the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking Program existed, IDPD building energy 

usage and cost performance were tracked by two different internal energy management and 
accounting systems and databases. All monthly utility invoice data were manually input into 
each of these systems, and the State Energy Manager collected information for all buildings 
based on these data. The manager would identify the top 10 energy consuming buildings based 
on Energy Use Index (EUI), and investigate potential reasons for an uptick in energy 
consumption and then develop solutions to correct or address any problems. The entire process 
was slow, cumbersome, and provided one-dimensional results. The only performance metric 
was the EUI in kBTU/sf/yr; it is misguiding to determine a buildings’ performance based on a 
single metric. For some sites with multiple buildings e.g., the Camp Dodge site has more than 
100 buildings, there is only one main electric and one natural gas meter for the site. In order to 
track and report energy consumption for each site, IDPD needed to install sub-meters behind 
main utility meters, otherwise building specific energy usage and cost could not be determined 
at these sites. By conducting monthly physical meter readings, and calculating monthly usage 
and cost based on a square footage method, site consumption and cost levels were projected 
from monthly utility bills. Internal energy management and accounting systems/databases 
were not web-based and were only accessible to the State Fiscal Office staff and the State 
Energy Manager. Aggregated results and historical building performances could not be shared 
among interested agency managers. 
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Since 2011, the Iowa Public Building Benchmarking Program has been available to Iowa 

public organizations, and the IDPD agency decided to participate in the Phase I pilot project 
to better benchmark individual building performance and share information among authorized 
users. Additional IDPD buildings were added in 2014 during the Phase II project. Significant 
effort was involved in creating profiles for hundreds of buildings in the B3 benchmarking 
platform, and in exporting existing building energy and cost data from the two different internal 
energy management systems, and in importing these data into the B3 platform. The 
benchmarking team staff helped the agency tremendously throughout the long process. In the 
past several years, the administration has tried to add utility sub-meters in individual buildings 
in the Camp Dodge and other sites with multiple buildings to better track individual building 
performance. Individual building metering also fits well with the U.S. Department of Defense’s 
(DoD) Advanced Sub-metering Initiative to establish a data network to link all buildings sub-
meters together with dedicated workstations at each building. An interlinked data network will 
allow the DoD to remotely monitor building real-time meter data. 

 
Overall, the experience of the agency using the B3 benchmarking tool has been very 

positive. The new B3 tool has many aspects of building benchmarking such as: benchmarking 
compared to a minimum energy-code compliant building, Energy Star rating, peer comparison, 
and baseline comparison. All members at all levels of the IDPD have easy access of B3 
information via intranet. The B3 benchmarking tool garnered support from the IDPD’s 
facilities team and administrative leadership because the resulting data can be used to justify 
conducting energy efficiency retrofit and renovation projects at the end of a building’s 20-year 
life cycle. The weather normalization feature is a favorite among users because it eliminates 
or minimizes the impact of different weather conditions in different years. The peer 
comparison is probably the most utilized feature and while Energy Star ratings are not certified, 
at the Iowa Army National Guard Energy Star is a “standard” benchmarking program that 
many are familiar with and as such is informative.  The most important features to the energy 
manager are benchmarking and baseline comparisons. The report feature filters low 
performing buildings which in turn prioritizes required facility audits, justifies energy 
improvement projects, and shows cost savings that can be easily integrated into quarterly 
building energy use reports. The improvements feature allows the energy manager to record 
results from building audits and set energy and cost reduction targets for ECMs for each site. 

 
The IDPD has achieved very good overall building energy performance according to their 

B3 benchmarking rating. Several key factors may have contributed to this accomplishment: 
 

• The DoD has established multiple energy regulations and the task orders are translated to 
Iowa DPD installations and applications. 

• The State Energy Manager closely monitors monthly energy uses by IDPD buildings and 
identifies problem buildings, and then works to conduct internal energy audits to then 
recommend further action to facility engineers and facility coordinators. The funds for 
energy improvement activities are from annual appropriations, which are decreasing every 
year. The team provides an Installation Status Report (ISR) to record energy efficiency 
improvement activities and other building structural maintenance projects. 
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• The Iowa DPD has implemented temperature set points management throughout the 
agency. A +/- 4 Deg F temperature band has been set for the majority of buildings at Camp 
Dodge as well as for buildings in other spoke locations.  Building managers are required 
to reset facilities weekly using a Building Energy Checklist. 

• An emphasis on adjusting behavioral energy consumption to identify energy waste has 
increased awareness across the IDPD; for example commercial grade refrigerators and 
freezers in kitchen and dining facilities across the State are now unplugged when not in 
use. Previously, these high energy consumers were running full time in anticipation for use 
as necessary.  

An example of successfully using B3 benchmarking tool is the Iowa Army National Guard 
Freedom Center retrofit project. Based on a FY13 task order to conserve energy for the 
building, the energy manager had to first build the Freedom Center profile using historic 
building energy and cost data as well as building profile information. Once complete, the B3 
tool provided a multi-angle view of overall building performance. The energy manager worked 
with the building manager to identify easy to implement, low to no cost energy conservation 
measures after conducting a walk through energy assessment. Specifically, 50% of the building 
hallway lights were removed based on audit and feasibility results, and exterior lighting 
fixtures were put on a schedule. In addition, building occupancy hours were modified 
eliminating on-site before and after-hours availability of gym facilities which rendered the 
entire building in occupied mode. Occupants were redirected to use the official Physical 
Training Building at Camp Dodge for before or after hours workouts. Building set point 
temperatures were set back during new unoccupied hours. After the project, the B3 tool was 
then utilized to verify the actual energy/cost reductions and demonstrated the corrective 
activities saved 23%. 

 
The State Energy Manager believes it is absolutely worthwhile to keep the Iowa Public 

Building Benchmarking platform available to public organizations for the long term. The Iowa 
and Minnesota National Guard are current users of the B3 platform. The Iowa National Guard 
State Energy Manager will lead an upcoming collaboration call/webinar showcasing how 
IAARNG utilizes B3’s myriad functionalities to go above and beyond work requirements, and 
achieve organizational engagement in energy awareness. The collaboration call will include 
all Guard State Energy Managers and many National Guard Bureau Leadership Team 
Members. 
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4.9. Iowa Department of Administrative Services 

Case study for DAS goes here sector. The Iowa Department of Administrative Services 
(DAS) is the state agency overseeing state government services in areas of general services, 
human resources, information technology and state accounting.  Its main office is located at 
the Hoover State Office Building in downtown Des Moines. 

 
The DAS manages numerous state buildings covering a variety of uses but the majority of 

the buildings in the B3 database are offices and administrative spaces. The age of the buildings 
on the Capitol Complex vary greatly in age with some buildings being constructed in the 1890s 
and some as early as 2011 but the majority of the DAS building stock was constructed from 
the 1950s to the 1980s. The total building area is 2,477,550 square feet. The Capital Complex 
consists of 10 buildings that are not separately sub-metered. 

 

 

Figure 30. Department of Administrative Services Summary 
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Figure 31. Department of Administrative Services Sites 

Current DAS building energy usage index (EUI) equals 95.36 kBTU/sf/yr and their 
benchmark EUI is 98.39 kBTU/sf/yr. The benchmarking index ratio therefore equals 0.95 and 
the overall energy cost is $0.51 per square foot per year. Compared to 2012 benchmarking 
year, the state agency used 3.35% more energy on buildings enrolled in the B3 Benchmarking 
program. 

 

 

Figure 32. Department of Administrative Services Benchmark View 
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Figure 33. Department of Administrative Services Baseline View 

The DAS is currently not yet fully engaged with the B3 Benchmarking tool but they are 
quite active with respect to energy management and do record, monitor and track energy 
consumption for the various buildings. The Energy Manager for the Capitol Complex uses 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets as the primary tool to record and track building energy 
consumption but she also utilizes both the Energy Star portfolio manager and the B3 
Benchmarking tool. 

 
The B3 tool does have many good feature but issues with sub-metering have made it 

difficult to fully adopt by the agency. A single site meter can easily distort energy consumption 
on a campus setting or when there are different building types and ages. Many DAS buildings 
are only sub-metered for electricity and the buildings on the Capitol Complex utilize district 
steam and chilled water for heating and cooling. Sub-metering utilities such as steam and 
chilled water are often complex and expensive projects. Some of the food preparation facilities 
and building kitchens have individually metered natural gas and nearly every building has a 
water meter. 

 
Available funding and priorities are always challenging for government agencies, and life, 

health and safety issues are the top DAS priorities. While energy management is very important 
to the DAS there are currently budget and funding constraints for improvement projects such 
as full sub-metering for buildings. Without sub-metering for all utilities on all individual 
buildings, it is difficult to fully utilize all B3 features to benchmark and track individual 
building energy performances. Energy Star Portfolio Manager is a nice tool but it doesn’t give 
a complete energy picture for the DAS because some of the building types are not eligible for 
Energy Star rankings. Portfolio Manager is not as granular as the B3 and only allows annual 
snap shots of performance but it is a free and relatively well established program so DAS still 
uses the program. 

 
The B3 tool has the potential to provide more detailed information with respect to monthly 

energy consumption and potentially more building types. For DAS, the weather normalization 
and reporting are useful features of the B3. The DAS has no issue with their building energy 
data being publically available but there is some minor concern on how the data are presented 
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and how rankings can be misinterpreted. A peer comparison between a small number of state 
organizations with a wide variety of buildings and building data is less meaningful. 

 
The Energy Manager for the Capitol Complex stated it is important the B3 Benchmarking 

tool be offered at no cost if the DAS is to continue using the platform. There simply isn’t 
available budget from the agency for energy management software, fees, or licenses and there 
are free tools such as Energy Star Portfolio Manager available. 

 
Similar to other organizations the DAS is aware of which buildings could benefit from 

energy improvement projects and so for now the B3 is mostly for monitoring and recording 
data and not for identifying buildings to conduct improvement projects on. 

 
The B3 Benchmarking platform is a good useful tool and part of the DAS’s overall energy 

management process. The DAS’ energy manager will continue to increase knowledge and 
understanding of the tool and does see it has a lot of potential.  
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